Monitoring of expiratory flow rates and lung volumes during a high altitude expedition.
Data on lung volumes and changes in flow-volume spirometry at high altitude are few and do not provide comprehensive assessment of the occurring changes. This study characterizes alterations of the forced expiratory flow-volume curve (FEFV-curve) and lung volumes at increasing altitude. FEFV-curve and lung volumes at increasing altitude were characterized by daily assessment of peak expiratory flow (PEF), forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC) and maximal expiratory flow rates (MEF 25, 50, 75) at 25%, 50% and 75% of the FEFV-curve with a portable spirometer (turbinometric method) three times a day during an expedition to Mustagh Ata (7545m) in 15 healthy mountaineers. With increasing altitude FVC and FEV1 were reduced by up to 25% (74.8% / 74.6% of baseline) and MEF25 was reduced to 81.5% of baseline values. PEF initially increased up to 4451m and returned to baseline values above 5000m. After descent below 2000m, all values normalized within one day. There were weak negative correlations between AMSS and FEV1, FVC and PEF (r = -0.23, p<0.001). We found increasing pulmonary restriction at high altitude without a marked reduction of PEF. Assessment of the FEFV-curve at high altitudes with a portable spirometer is a practical method reflecting the true field situation and may provide clinically relevant information (impending pulmonary edema).